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Cracking the Case of the
Bomberger Window

Akin to Become Director of Athletics,
Davidson to Focus Solely on Chair of ESS
my makeup," Davidson said,
The fundraising aspect is one that
Akin looks forward to expanding when
he takes over in July.
"The things we want to do will reIn a memo to all faculty, Ursinus
quire much more fundraising," said
President John Strassburger announced
Akin, referring to improvements that
the following changes, effective July
need to be made in women's facilities,
1,1996:
moving
the
women's soccer
(I) Dr. William E.
program to the
Akin, currently Dean of
varsity level in
the College and Vic~
the very near fupresident for Academic
ture, and increasAffairs, will leave those
ing the compenpositions and take over
sation of partas Director of Athletics.
time coaches,
There will be a national
which Akin said
search for Akin's suc"is not commencessor as Dean.
surate with the
effort they put
(2) Dr. Davidson,
in."
currently the Director of
Akin said he is
Athletics and Chairman
expecting to have
of the Exercise and
a lot of fun in his
Sports Science Departnew role, somement, will leave his post
Dr. Randy Davidson
Dean William E. Akin
thing he wasn't
as Director of Athletics
to focus solely on his responsibilities to service them in the way I would like experiencing much of any longer in his
and the way they need and deserve to seventeenth year as Dean of the Colwithin the ESS department.
lege.
be serviced."
"1 was coming to work without much
Davidson, who has been both DiThe changes began to take shape
when Davidson sent a letter to Presi- rector of Athletics and chairman ofthe enthusiasm," said Akin. "This is my
dent Strassburger in late August asking ESS department (formerly HPER) seventeenth year as Dean, and while I
to be "relieved ofthe responsibilities of since 1976, said "the demands of the can still be effective, my effectiveness
Director of Athletics, effective June Centennial Conference and the NCAA has reached a point of diminishing returns," he said.
began to take up lots of time."
30,1996."
"There were many factors that made
In addition to those demands,
Davidson said it was a "very difficult decision to make," and one he Davidson said he had "come to be- me realize the time was right, and that
thought about all summer long. But the lieve that the continued and future it was the right decision for both myself
determining factor in the decision was success of Ursin us Athletics requires and the College," Akin said.
Akin is certainly no stranger to the
an Athletics Director who ... can take
time.
"We did an equity study this past the lead as an aggressive fundraiser." athletic programs at Ursinus. He played
"There were simply no more hours a significant role in the creation of the
year," said Davidson. "One of the
recommendations of the study was that in my day, and going around asking
(See Akin -- Page 2)
I was doing too much. 1 wasn't able to people for money has never been in

NEWS

service both the needs of the athletes
and the students in the department."
"Plain and sim'ply," said Davidson,
"it got to the point where 1 was doing
both jobs, but I didn't feel as though 1
was doing either of them well. I've
got all ofthese marvelous people working with me, but I don't have the time

I

- Voltaire
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Prejudice-The reasoning of the stupid.

OPINIONS
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Of The Grizzly
"When are they going to fix it?"
This question about the state of
Bomberger Hall's broken stainedglass window has been asked by
many. Finally, after almost a year,
this question will be answered-well, sort of.
The window, damaged by high
winds on November I, 1994, has
been partially boarded up and has
been left untouched since last fallbut not entirely forgotten.
During this rather long interim,
the wheels of the repair process
have been turning.
"What has taken so long," said
Fred Klee, Director of Physical
Facilities, "has been working with

-'
r

the insurance company and getting
estimates." Another delaying factor has been the contracting of
artisans (as opposed to repair
specialists) to rebuild the window.
When the $26,000 repair process begins, the remains of the
104-year-old \yindow will be removed completely and its space in
Bomberger boarded up. The
broken window will then be sent to
Connecticut where the missing
panes will be replaced with new
stained-glass. This process will
take approximately two months to
complete.
The question still remains, however: When exactly will the
window be fixed? Well, everyone
on campus will just have to be
patient since Mr. Klee' s answer was
simply "soon."

'

...
Photo by Jennifer Courtney

The window in Bomberger Hall was damaged during last
November's "straight-line wind" storm.

I
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Hazing is ...
"Any action or situation which recklessly or intentionally endangers
the mental or physical health or safety of a student or which willfully
destroys or removes public or private property for the purpose of
initiation or admission into or affiliation with, or as a condition for
continued membership in, any organization operating under the sanctions of or recognized as an organization by an institution of higher
education." Pennsylvania State Law
Below are some examples. This is not an inclusive list:

PHYSICAL HARM can occur as a result of direct action: any
brutality of a physical nature, required eating, drinking, drug use,
forced exercises, exposure to elements, or arduous phone-runs.

PHYSICAL HARM can occur as a result of indirect action: someone
gets hurt while blindfolded or during an illegal drop trip; someone
becomes ill because of a pledging activity.
PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM is less easy to defme: activities which
cause extreme mental stress sleep deprivation (where deprivation is
less than the particular pledge needs); exclusion from social contact
activities such as "fraternity/sorority nights," activities which could
result in extreme embarrassment or otherwise affect the dignity of the
pledge; activities which subject pledges to public ridicule activities
which involve persons who are not members of the group for the
purpose of public mockery (ex. breakfast dates).

A NOTE ON COMMUNITY STANDARDS: Since people feel
embarrassed when others regard them as ridiculous, the opinion of
other members of the community (including faculty, staff and administration) are important in determining what activities could be embarrassing.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Key activities related to pledging
•
•
for women in Fall 1995:
•
•
•
• 10/4 - Formal bids distributed.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
••
••
•
•
••
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•

10/5 - Each fraternity/sorority gives Office of
Leadership Development/Student Activities a list
of all persons receiving bids.
10/6 - Bids accepted - Bomberger Auditorium ..
Half-hour meetings with each pledge class, its pledge
leader, and the Director of Leadership Development/Student Activities - Bomberger 120. Social
pledging may begin if a fraternity/sorority wishes to
schedule this.
10/29 - All pledging ends.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ryan Auch, a freshman at Ursinus College, is a
patient at Hahnemann University Hospital. Ryan
was diagnosed with leukemia last March.
On Sept. 7, Ryan received a bone marrow transplant. His brother, Bob, was the donor.
Ryan is doing well, and will be hospitalized until
early October. Anyone wishing to send Ryan a card
may do so at the following address:

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE PROPERTY may not be taken or broken.
A scavenger hunt using public or private property is defined as hazing.

THE WILLINGNESS OF AN INDIVIDUAL TO
PARTICIP ATE IN HAZING DOES NOT MAKE THE
ACTIVITY LESS ILLEGAL

Ryan Auch
Hahnemann University Hospital
Room 1551
Broad and Vine Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Akin, Davidson
to have new roles
(Continued from Page 1)
Centennial Conference, which he called
"an academic and athletic league we
want to be in because it will continue to
challenge us to be better."
"Anyone that knows me knows I ge\
passionate about... Ursinus sports," said
Akin, who said his move to Director of
Athletics will help fill that passion.
Both Akin and Davidson have accomplished a lot while at Ursinus.
''The College is a much better place
than it was when I took this job," said
Akin, "and I'll take some of the credit
for that." He referred specifically to the
awarding of a Phi Beta Kappa chapterto
Ursinus and the movement of the College into the second tier of liberal arts
colleges in U.S. News and World Report.
Akin also added, "We have an extremely good faculty, and I've hired
most of them. The faculty is stronger in
every imaginable kind of way."
Davidson has made dramatic improvements in the athletic programs, as
he developed a computerized recruiting
program, increased the number of students that participate in intramural
sports, and improved the overall quality
of the coaching staff and athletes.
"We now have more All-Americans,
we have been involved in more national
championships, and have more AcademicAIl-Arnericans than ever before,"
said Davidson.
He has also developed an exercise
and sports science program that President Strassburger said is "as fine ... as
there is in the country."
Davidson said he could not have accomplished all he did without the help
of his staff, specifically mentioning
Adele Boyd, Steve Gilbert, Brian Thomas and Dave Sherman.
"I have a very strong team," said
Davidson. "We've been able to achieve
much together. My accomplishments
are also their accomplishments."

Global .Perspectives
International
U.S. Servicemen Arrested in Japan
u.S. military authorities handed over to Japan Friday three U.S. servicemen indicted
on charges of abducting and gang-raping a 12-year-old schoolgirl on the southern island
of Okinawa. The three were put behind bars in a Japanese detention center shortly after
prosecutors in Naha, the provincial capital, issued formal indictments.
"The indictment came very swiftly and we welcome that," top government spokesman Koken Nosaka told a news conference. The 3 men were taken from their military
prison inside the U.S. Marine base at Camp Butler on Okinawa to a Japanese detention
center in Naha.
The suspects, if convicted, would face prison terms of three years to life for rape, and
an additional five years for the abduction, prosecutors said. It was not clear when the
trials would begin.
u.S. military authorities had refused to tum the suspects over to Japanese police
because ofa clause in the bilateral Status of Forces Agreement which bars such a move
until Japanese prosecutors issue a formal indictment. The alleged rape fueled fierce antiAmerican protests and calls by local leaders and citizens for the closure of U.S . military
bases on Okinawa, home to about 24,000 of the 44,000 U.S. troops stationed in Japan.

National
Wilson Pulls out of Presidential Race
California Gov. Pete Wilson announced Friday he is pulling out of the race for the
1996 Republican presidential nomination.
"To go on would be to run up an unacceptable debt," Wilson told a crowd of
cheering supporters in Sacramento. "As much as your hearts and mine tell me to fight
on, my conscience tells me that to do so would be unfair to all of us," a cheerfullooking Wilson said.
Wilson said people who had heard his message had responded to it enthusiastically,
but he made clear that the main problem was lack of funds. The high hopes of his
supporters "simply are not and will not be matched by the necessary campaign funds
to take this message to the people who need to hear it," Wilson said. Wilson is the
first often Republicans to drop out of the race.
His campaign has been beset by fmancial woes and organizational problems.
(Global Perspectives Is compiled by Tarlk Qaslmfrom media sources)
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Law School Forum
a Success

1995 Pledging Rules and Guidelines
GENERAL

On Saturday, September 23 the
New York Vista Hotel hosted a Law
School Forum sponsored by the
Law School Admission Council that
Dr. Kane and several interested
Ursinus students attended.
Over 120 American Bar Association-approved law schools were
represented at The Forum. Each
school provided information booths
where we could obtain brochures
and applications.
The Forum also provided opportunities for the purchasing of Law
Services publications and LSA T
preparation materials.
Several upper level rooms of the
hotel housed two panel sessions
regarding the law school application process and financial aid.
These sessions were quite informative. I was not aware, however,
that the application process was so
similar to that of college.
The panel emphasized that law
school applicants should plan to

join the Law School Data Assembly Service before applying. Law
schools that belong to this service
consult the same scale when using
information such as your G.P.A . in
their evaluations.
The Forum also encouraged
students to take the LSA T only once
because of the high costs and
preparation involved.
Applicants should plan to take
the LSA T in either October or
December before they apply to a
law school, and they should apply
for fmancial aid in January after
they apply.
Overall, The Forum was very
beneficial to the students who
attended.
If you were unable to attend The
Forum, Dr. Kane, an Ursinus PreLaw advisor and Program Coordinator, attended this Forum and was
able to obtain information from
many of the schools represented. If
you would like more information
concerning the Pre-Law program
at Ursin us, you can contact Dr.
Kane at extension 2276 or visit him
in Fetterolf 102.
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(I) All activities conducted during
pledging must receive the approval of
the office of Leadership Development/
Student Activities.
(2) All pledging activities must
conform to the Pennsylvania AntiHazing Statute. This statute and a
document discussing hazing will be
given to each pledge and pledge
leader.
(3) All pledging activities must
conform to the rules and regulations
of Ursinus College. While all regulations must be followed, please note
in particular the following sections of
the 1995-96 Student Handbook : "Student Conduct" (pages 14-15), "Alcohol
Policy" (pages 15-17), "1IIegal Drugs"
(page 17), and "Noise Regulations"
(page 30).
PROCEDURAL

(4) Prior to the issuing of formal
bids, the Inter-FraternitylInter-SororitylPresidents' Council, and the Director of Leadership Development/Student Activities will explain the concept
of pledging and the general rules of
pledging to all men/women interested
in pledging. A man/woman must
attend this meeting before he/she may
pledge.
(5) Prior to the beginning of
pledging, the Director of Leadership
Development/Student Activities shall
complete a training program for all
pledge leaders. Each pledge leader
must complete this training.
(6) After all members of a pledge
class accept their bids and before
pledging activities may begin , all
members of a fraternity/sorority pledge
class must meet with the Director of
Leadership Development (or designee)
and the pledge leaders of that
fratermty/sororll)
At that meeting.
the fraternity sorority' p\t:dgmg activities Will be explaIned by the pledge
leaders
Pledge leaders and the
Director of Leadership Development
will affirm that no acti\ ities may occur
which are not on the pledge plan
which has been approved by the
Director. The concepts of pledging will
also be affirmed
A statement
acknowledging the receipt of pledging
information will be Signed by each
pledge and pledge leader.
(7) Pledging will occur during a
three week period, chosen by the InterFratern i ty /1 nter-Sorori ty / Presi dents'
Council, and the Director of Leadership Development/Student Activities.
Pledging may occur only on two weekends during that period and on two days
during each week.
Pledge leaders will select the weekends which will be used for plcdging
activities. Each fraternity/sorority's
pledge class will choose the weekdays
which will be used for that fraternity!
sorority'~ pledgl11g activities.
Fver),
weekend and \\eekdu) ofp\edgmg must
he ~chl'dukd \\ IIh Ihe ()Iliel' 011 cadership I )c\ eloplllcntlStudcnt ,\cl1\"1ties.

Weekend pledging activities may begin at 5:30 p.m. on Friday and must end
by 5:30 p.m. on Sunday. During this
time, pledges must be given sufficient
time to sleep.
Weekday pledging activities may be
held on two days per week, Monday
through Thursday. Weekday pledging
activities may begin at noon and must
end at midnight.
Except for the scheduled days and
times, no organized pledging activities
may occur and pledges may not spend
significant periods of time on preparation for pledging activities.

ACADEMIC
(8) Each pledge leader must have
a OPA of at least 2.33.
(9) In order to pledge, a student
must have a cumulative grade point
average of 2.0 and a total of 12
credits for men, 24 credits for women,
at least 12 of which must have been
taken at Ursinus College. If the mean
OPA of a fraternity/sorority's pledge
class is below 2.33 for the semester
of pledging, that fraternity/sorority
will be placed on social probation for
the following semester. Each fraternity/sorority pledge plan must include
provisions for assisting a new brother/
sister whose OPA drops below 2.0
during the pledging semester.
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

(10) The Director of Leadership
Development/StudentActivities will discuss each proposed pledging activity
with fraternity/sorority leaders to
insure that the activity empowers
pledges. Any activity which includes
fraternity/sorority members giving "orders" or "requests" whieh pledges must
"obey" will not be permitted . A
pledging program must establish specific "objectives" (making 01' banners.
completion of sca\ cnger hunt. learning fraternity soronty songs. preparation of skits. etc) which the pledge
class organizcs Itself" to "attain."

REGULA TlONS RELATED TO
CERTAIN STATE LAWS OR COLLEGE REGULA nONS
(II) No alcoho l may be present
during any pledging activity. This is
not 'imited to the pledge s. No
brother/sister or guest of the fraternity/sorority may be in the possession
of alcohol duringa pledging activity. If
a pledge is intoxicated on a night when
hislher fraternity/sorority has planned
pledging activities, both the pledge and
the fraternity/so rority will be in violation of pledging rules. If a pledge is
intoxicated on a night when his/her fraternity/sorority has no acti\ ities planned,
that pledge will be in violation ofgeneral college regulations. [he penalty
for these violatIOns wi II he set in consultation with the Associate Dean of" the
l ollege/I )can of<;tudent I ife, Judicial)
Board, and Presidents' Council, but

could include (but not be limited to)
removal from the pledge class, suspension or dismissal from the college, and
the suspension or revocation of the group
charter.
(12) No profanity or derogatory references to any person, ethnic group,
sex, race or religion may occur during
any pledging activity. This includes
brothers/sisters or observers of an activity.
(13) At no time shall the pledges
be directed or asked to eat or drink
anything.
(14) At no time should pledging
activities or activities related to pledging (singing or noise at the beginning
of formal rush, giving out bids, etc.)
violate normal regulations regarding
noise.
(15) Pledges may not be "dropped"
anywhere at anytime. When in doubt,
thespecific activity should be discussed
with the Director of Leadership Development/Student Activities.
(16) While pledge classes may
combine for an approved activity, at
no time may sororities be involved in
fraternity pledging and vice versa.
(17) Each pledge plan will specifically describe any items which pledges
may wear or carry as a part of
pledging. No item shall be worn or
carried which might be embarrassing
or degrading. The Director of
Leadership Development/Student Activities will make this judgment, using
community standards.
(18) Pledging activities should not
cause litter, dirt, or other disruption in
regards to the campus community.
(19) No unusually strenuous or
dangerous activity may be involved in
pledging. If any physical activity is
included (games, hikes , etc.), the
physical limitations of each pledge
must be kept foremost. Activities
involving a higher-than-usual likelihood of injury should not be conducted.
(20) To avoid the possibility of
embarrassment or ridicule, private
performances of songs, skits, etc. b)
pledges must be carefully planned b)
the pledge class, pledge leaders and
the Director of Leadership Development/Student Activities. These performances may include both traditional
and original material. What is
performed (a) must be controlled by
the pledge class, and (b) must be designed to use the varied talents of each
pledge, without requiring any pledge to
be embarrassed or demeaned in any
way.
Pledges may perform traditional and
original songs, skits, etc. at private locations [or the brothers/sisters of the fraternity/sorority. If pledges and brothers/sisters wish one or more pledge
classes to present a show for a larger
audience. this must be discussed with
the Director of I,eadership Development/Student Acti vities and mav be held
only in Wismer Lower I oung~. There
are to he no puhlic line-up or wall
~hnws
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Trash Revisited

Dear Editor,
Beatrice May's piece, entitled
"Help! Oscar Needs a Home," in
a past issue of The Grizzly
addresses a condition at Ursinus
that concerns us all: trash. True, a
new policy regarding trash is in
place this year campus wide. Trash
cans have been removed from the
residence halls and students are now
accountable for removing their own
trash to the dumpster.
I have seen the Quad, and I empathize with Bea's plight. The Quad
is messy. However, I do not see a
plea to the administration for the
return of the trash cans as the most
appropriate remedy.
Students should be responsible
forremovingtheirowntrash . "Their
own trash." No one is asking students to grab a bag of garbage at
Wismer on their way out. All that is
being asked is that students be re-

sponsible for the trash they produce
in their own rooms. Bea can "understand at home since it is my trash
it is my responsibility to take it out."
I do not see the distinction between
trash that is yours at home and trash
that is yours at college. Furthermore, a case could be made that
since we spend nine months of the
year on Ursinus' campus this is also
our home.
It is true that the back doors of the
Quad are not the most friendly to
open or unlock. Still, I do not see
this as reason enough to radically
alter the trash policy. Anyone with
keys that stick or do not tum in the
lock has been encouraged to bring
their keys to RAs or the Physical
Plant for a key that will work just
fine.
Moreover, if one has to make four
or five trips to the dumpster each

1995 URSINUS DELIVERY SPECIALS

<>ij;J

'Atii'
0

Medium 14" pizza

$ 5.99

8

Large 16" pizza

$ 6.99

8

2 Medium pizzas + 2 liter soda

$10.99

0

2 Large pizzas + 2 liter soda

$12.99

Wings 'n Stuff
(All wings come with bleu cheese and celery)

8

8 Buffalo wings, onion rings, french fries, 4 chicken
fingers, 4 mozzerella sticks, 2 pepperoni sticks + 1 liter
soda
$ 9.50

o

16 Buffalo wings + 1 liter soda

$ 4.95

8

32 Buffalo wings + 2 liter soda

$ 8.75

Sandwiches & More

o

12" Sandwich + medium fountain soda $ 4.49
(Add 0.30 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)

CD

20" Giant sandwich + 1 liter soda

$ 7.25

(Add 0.50 for chicken, turkey, or peppers)
~

Spaghetti & meatballs or sausage with salad
$ 5.99
and garlic roll + 1 liter soda

Free Delivel"j
No Minimum Required

•
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"... the average
Ursinus student is
much more
flexible and can
manage to remove his
own trash."
minum, tin, and #1 and #2 plastic
can be placed in each recycling bin
in the halls. Additionally, white
paper can be taken to the library,
Corson, Olin or Wismer to be recycled. Finally, corrugated card-

board can be placed in the large Reimert are similar.
dumpster behind Wismer. ThereTrash is being placed were there
fore, room trash should consist only is now only the memory of a trash
of food scraps, cotton balls, and q- can.
tips.
Apparently, it is difficult for stuI have been at Ursinus for six dents to adapt to new conditions
weeks or so already and have only such as the absence of trash cans. I
emptied my trash three or four times, would contend, however, that the
and I am not drowning in trash.
average Ursinus student is much
As for the reason behind the new more flexible and can manage to
policy, money played only a very remove his own trash.
The new trash policy can work. It
small role in the policy's implementation.
has already been in place for a year
You seniors and juniors may re- in Old Men's and is working fantasmember when BWC had trash cans tically. (Kudos to the residents of
in the hallways. Students would BWC.)
The only way the policywill work
place their room trash in the hall
cans and Metro Cleaning Service though, is for students to stop askwould remove the trash. Unfortu- ing what the administration is going
nately, when the cans became full, to do about the problem and realize
students would simply dump their . that the condition has been created
trash around the can and hope that it by residents and will only be rectiwould magically disappear. The fied by residents.
-Michael Woodruff
current condition of the Quad and

A Rainbow is Better

Trappe Shopping Center
(Next to Clemens)
<Jr

week, perhaps one should reevaluate hislher trash habits.
If everyone took full advantage
of the recycling efforts in the residence halls, room trash would be
significantly reduced. Glass, alu-

Deliveries Available
Mon-Fri 4-9
Sat & Sun 12-9

489-4271

.:. We cater pizza parties with free delivery! .:.

I was deeply disturbed by something that I heard today. As a
senior, I figured I knew all there
was to know about the attitud(!s
and feelings of the students on this
campus. However, this is apparently not true at all. Rarely does
something that one does or says
make me angry. And nothing has
upset me this much before, or given
me the motivation to write an
article.
I believe that college campuses
should be the educational centers
of the world, not just for academics, but for ideologies as well. Vari0us events this week have awakened me to the fact that Ursinus is a
place for academic learning alone.
Expecting harmony among assorted beliefs and practices seems
to be too much to ask these days.
Differing political views, religions,
and lifestyles appear to be jammed
into aI, 100 person school where
beliefs are strong and openmindedness is lacking. I believe in
free speech. By this I mean that as
long as one is not demeaning another group in their written or spoken words, free speech is a blessing.
However, this past week has been a
nightmare for free speech and action.
WVOU has been the deliverer of
homophobic and gay-bashing messages. The conversations between

two show's DJs and callers are too
graphic to write. How is it that one
can find profanity and explicit
sexual, stereotypical comments entertaining? The language used on
the radio is enough to call for some
new rules on the air but how about
the content of these messages?
Should these few people be allowed
to criticize and degrade those who

••••••••••••••••

"... ifyou do not

agree with what
someone says or
does, you can
voice that opinion. "
••••••••••••••••
do not follow the 'norm'? Should
the other listeners who are tolerant
and understanding of diversity have
to listen to this garbage?
Well, not only was this issue
present on the air this week but, it
was also present on the wall. GALA
recently hung a poster in Wismer
lobby A reading, "HOMOPHOBIA
NEEDS TO BE CURED NOT HOMOSEXUALITY." To my knowledge, this statement is not offensive. It is true that some individuals
who do not agree with homosexuality may be angered by this but, the

statement doe~ not criticize heterosexuals.
To my knowlerlgl!, this sign was
removed from the wall by a group
of students that· 0 not agree with,
or tolerate, hOIllt1sexuality. And
this too sickens me. It is good to
have steadfast beliefs. Yet, if one
has such furn be.,efs, why should
they feel threatened by another's?
These heated issues and the
emotions caused by them can be
channelled toward education. From
an environment where differing
opinions are able to be expressed
and heard, diversity, respect, and
ultimately unity can flourish.
GALA has made a suggestion
with which I agree; if you do not
agree with what someone says or
does, you can voice that opinion.
This campus would be a better
place if it were filled with a variety
of educational messages. Please,
post a sign next to an existing one,
or voice your opinion over the air.
However, please do it with openmindedness and kindness. Let's get
all of the opinions our on the floor
without cruelty. A rainbow is better
than a solitary hue.

-Karen O'Connor
Class of 1996

October 3, 1995

Closed-Mindedness is the Real Problem

The Government is Trying to Starve YOU!
During the past few weeks, I have
either witnessed or heard about a
number of comments aimed at gays
and gay organizations. None were
positive. It seems that the impetus
for this barrage of remarks was a
campus-wide phone announcement
regarding the first GALA meeting
of the year. Evidently, some members of the community took the
phone message as a personal invitation and felt the need to express
their concerns about gays on campus and gay organizations. I am
responding to those concerns and
others that I have encountered over
the past three years.
There is a misconception on this
campus that GALA is only for gay
and lesbian students and that if a
person is a member of GALA then
that person must be gay or lesbian.
The reality is that GALA is an
organization that supports gay
and lesbian concerns. Therefore,
it is open to any and all supporters
of gay and lesbian concerns, and
in fact a number of the members
are straight allies.
This leads to the question, aren't
the gay members out to convert all
of the straight members of GALA
and of the entire campus? To most
rational, open-minded members of
campus, this question sounds absurd. The truth is that it is as
impossible to convert a straight
person as it is to convert a gay or
lesbian, leading to the belief that
gays and lesbians choose to be "that

way". Who in his or her right mind
would choose to be part of a group
of people that is constantly degraded
and insulted and who, as of yet, do
not have full protection under federal law, or the right to marry, the
right to decide a spouse's medical
care when critically ill, or any other
right that everyone else takes for
granted?
Now that we have established the
fact that being in GALA does not
mean being gay or lesbian and that
the gays and lesbians are not out to
convert the world, let's tum to the
concept of homophobia. The definition of homophobia goes far beyond the literal translation of "fear
of gays". It includes hate, fear,
disgust, gay-bashing, derogatory
comments and any other actions
that are degrading and intended to
harm or intimidate gays and lesbians. While some will argue that it is
their right to feel any way they want
about gays, it is not their right to
discriminate or harass. I will grant
that a person has a right to say he or
she does not like gays. However,
realize that that, too, is part of
homophobia.
The problem is not that there are
gay and lesbian members of the
Ursinus community. Rather the
problem is that people are unaware
and in some cases closed-minded.
And I think that it is time to remedy
that.
-Alison Heely
Class of 1996

Hello, fellow students, welcome
back to this den ofliterary entertainment. In this week's installment,
I'd like to offer my opinion on a
topic that cropped up in last week's
Grizzly: Me.
Those of you who picked up the
paper last week read an opinion
sent in by Erin Gorman about this
column, and my choice to use a
paeudonym. Erin attacked this
column, referring to it as garbage,
or something to that effect.
Students who are more literatureiaclined, probably sympathize with
bIr. In fact, a part of me agrees with
beraswell.
Another part of me also recogthe fact that any writer should
take note of the audience bethey write. In the case of
mus, there is probably a majorofstudents who don't really care

whether or not my column is sequential and orderly, whether I have
a dangling participial, whether or
not I spelled participial correctly.
They want something from me
that will cause them to laugh. Even
those of you who are more artistic
and write more sophisticatedly read
my column to see how bad it is. You
still pay attention, even though your
goals in reading this are not the
same as those of some others.
A professor might use this for
toilet paper, a frat brother may use it
as a target to throw darts at, or a girl
sitting in Wismer, alone, might read
it and chuckle, but whatever the
purpose, I have gotten the attention
of this campus.
Honestly, if( signed this with my
real name, most people would be
saying "who???" Others would be
saying, "Oh yeah, that dork, why

Hello, and once again welcome to that small section of The
Grizzly devoted to something worthwhile in the world. Thank you all
for your comments (good and bad).
Those of you that are very astute
readers may have noticed that I
missed a party in last week's column. In the original I did mention
the Democrats; it just got misplaced
between my computer and the newspaper. You didn'tmiss much. Okay,
enough idle babbling. It's time for
some discussion.
Did you know the government is
out to starve children. If you didn't,
you have obviously been at Reimert
too long. Running rampant through
the press recently has been some
fear mongering proclaimed by the
Democratic leaders in Congress.
They have been claiming that Republicans are outto destroy the country by cutting back spending on
welfare, school lunch programs,
Medicare, and the corporation for
public broadcasting (also known as
PBS). I'm here to set the record
straight.
First of all, I must remind those
who actually care about things like

this that it is not good to get information from only one source. An
intelligent consumer of information
will try to get as much information
as possible from a variety of sources.
Ok, here we go. Hang on.
Spending cuts. Good or bad?
Well, according to the Democrats
and the media, the Republicans are
out to cut Medicare and school lunch
programs. Now, one could simply
take these accusations at face value
and complain to Republican representatives. Not a good idea. Read
this next sentence carefully. THE
REPUBLICANS ARE NOT PLANNING ON CUTTING EITHER PROGRAM!! Got it? What the
Democrats are calling cuts are not
cuts. Let's look at Medicare first.
If you keep up with your current
events, you know that Medicare is
going bankrupt (according to the
President's task force). The Republicans, in order to save Medicare,
are decreasing the increases. Medicare spending usually increases 10%
a year. Under the Republican plan,
Medicare would increase 5.5% a
year in order to save the system.
THA T IS NOT A CUT. It is just less
of an increase. That is like going to
your boss and asking for a raise.
The boss tells you that you will get

100 extra dollars a week. After
consideration and before you get
your first raised paycheck, the boss
tells you that the company will only
be able to afford 50 more dollars a
week. You are not getting less; you
are still getting 50 dollars more than
you were before. The same thing
applies to the school lunch program.
Welfare, on the other hand, is a
sticky subject. Spending is going to
be cut. It should be. Why should
honest taxpayers be forced to pay
for someone that won't get a job?
(People who are unable to get ajob
are in a different category.) The
Democrats have of course used fear
mongering in this situation. They
claimed that the evil Republicans
are going to starve all the children in
welfare families because they won't
have the money to feed them. Wron~
again! According to the Republicans, NO SPENDING WILL BE
CUT ON HEALTH CARE AND
NUTRITIONAL PROGRAMS IN
REGARDS TO WELFARE.
I hope that this has cleared some
things up. Comments or questions
are always appreciated. Careful
now, you are about to leave this
realm. There is the signpost up
ahead. You are now entering the
rest of The Grizzly.

would I read anything he wrote"
My point is that my column
should be taken with a grain of
salt. If I intended to write serious
journalism, I would be more than
able to compose something elegant
and technically correct. I know
because I have done so.
Not all of my writings are done
in the same fashion as this column.
As a writer, I have adapted this
column to what the readers want.
As for my opinion about what
Erin wrote, I can only say that I'm
thrilled that she wrote in. I wish
more people would do that. It
doesn't matter if you like me or
hate me, my ego is made of iron,
I can take it.
Erin, for those of you who don't
know her, is a beautiful, intelligent
woman . . She is very sophisticated
and obviously very artistic, some-

thing you can tell about her by the
type of clothes she wears, and the
way that she talks.
I am flattered that she used some
of her precious moments to take the
time to write about me. I have
been waiting for someone to do
that for two semesters now, and
finally someone has stepped forward to criticize me.
As for my name, forget it. I have
made a choice, based on some
personal and some artistic reasons,
and after much consideration, I
intend to stand by it.
I don't even see how it matters
what name I sign to this column.
People will read it for what they
will, no matter what name is on
this.
Some have suggested to me that it
is becauseofa lack of willingness to
take responsibility for what I write

that I use a fake name. This couldn't
be further from the truth.
I take full responsibility for what
1 write, and if you have problems
with it, or with me, or with
something altogether unrelated to
this column that you feel is worth
me dealing With, I would love to
hear from you.
Maybe I am wrong, and you all
would rather have a serious
column, instead of an entertaining
one. If that's the case, let me know
by writing to the Grizzly or writing
to me, care of the Grizzly.
I welcome your comments and
only seek to please you all. And
a final note of thanks to Erin for
bringing some controversy to me,
I love the attention.
-- Insert whatever name
you want here
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• • • • • Movie Mania • • • • •
think is a more effective strategy.
However, this movie demonstrates yet another snafu by the
Motion Picture Association of
In Seven, a serial killer grue- America ratings board. If I were
somely slays people who are corre- on the ratings board, I would defilated with the seven deadly sins. nitely slap an NC-17 rating on this
The killer is supposedly atoning for movie. Because of its gore and
the sins of his victims by torturing subject matter, I thought it was
and murdering them . For example, more offensive than the NC-17
for the sin of gluttony, an obese man rated Showgirls (Reviewed last
was force-fed spaghetti to death . week). This example demonstrates
Two cops, William Somerset (Mor- how lax the MP AA ratings board
gan Freeman), a seasoned detective is concerning violence, but whennear retirement, and David Mills ever there is naked flesh (male or
(Brad Pitt), his new, loose cannon female) on the screen, the MP AA
suddenly says "Cut up the movie
partner try to fmd the murderer.
Very few movies have left me as or get an NC-17!".
The movie's climax is so gruedisturbed as this one has. It did not
do so by showing the violence as it some and disturbing to me that I
took place, but by showing us the will not even try to describe it. I
aftermath and allowing the viewer will give this movie high marks
to visualize what happened, which I

because very few movies have scared
me as much as this movie did. Seven
makes The Silence ofthe Lambs look
like Sesame Street. Also, the acting

Next Week••

Asassins
Starring Sylvester
Stallone and Antonio
Banderas

well written, and extremely suspenseful. The last half hour of the
movie was a real nailbiter.
Director David Fincher (Alien 3)
also deserves recognition, because
he does an excellent job in giving
the film a dark, gritty feel , and making the film visually and aurally
pleasing. The film takes place in a
cruddy looking, unnamed city
(Philadelphia, perhaps?) with seemingly incessant rainfall throughout
the movie. Although this movie is
not for the squeamish, It is definitely worth seeing in the theater.
Rating- 8 (Very Good)

Movie Quote of the Week- Last
was very good, as I expected from
Freeman and Pitt. The story, although it was gruesome, was also
distinctive, creative, unpredictable,

week's quote "Once again, we've
saved civilization as we know it"
was identified by our illustrious
ditto-head pseudopolitical colum-

nist, junior Todd Brenneman. It
was said by Captain Kirk in StaT
Trek VI. There were fewer responses
this week. Apparently, not many
fellow Trekkers go to this school.
This week's quote has caused me to
introduce another rule in the contest. For movies with sequels, I
must know exactly what movie the
quote came from, not just the name
of the group of movies. For example, with Star Trek VI, simply
saying Star Trek just does not cut it,
since there are seven Star Trekmovies out now! This week's quote is
"Ah, Captain Stuebing! Permission
to come aboard sir?" If you know it,
see me, E-mail me, or call me
(x3212).
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Berman Museum
Receives Grant
and

Forme,ly
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The Philip and Muriel Berman
Museum of Art at Ursinus College
received a $3,000 grant this month
from the Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission. The
grant is earmarked to help defray
the expense of the exhibition, "A
Way of Life: Pennsylvania German
Culture and Traditions."
The exhibit was on view in the
museum from May through the first
week of this month and included
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quilts, books, Fraktur, artifacts, pottery, furniture and documents from
the 19th and early 20th centuries.
State Rep. John Lawless (R150th) of Eagleville, who represents Collegeville, was instrumental in helping to obtain the grant for
Ursinus. "We are grateful to representative Lawless for his fme
work on behalf of the museum,"
said Lisa Tremper Barnes, museum director.
"A Way ofLife" was also funded
by the Class of 1939 Endowment
Exhibition Fund and Harleysville
National Bank and Trust Co.

NEW YORK CITY FIELD TRIP
Friday, October 13
"Newsmakers" invites Ursinus to take a bite from the "Big Apple"
Field Trip includes:
Transportation (Ursinus - NY Roundtrip)
Tour of NBC Studios
Late Nite wi Conan O'Brien TV Show
Tickets fIrst-come, fIrst serve!!!
Call 454-7712 for details!

OClober 3, 1995

Economics Department
Rated High in Study
FromCoUege
Communications
I

The Department of Economics and
Business Administration at Ursinus
College ranks fourth in thenation among
national liberal arts colleges in terms of
research published by its faculty, according to a recent study by two economics professors at Mount Holyoke
College.
Drs. James E. Hartley and Michael
D. Robinson analyzed the numbers of
articles published by economists at national liberal arts colleges listed in the
U.S. News & World Report College
Guide.
In one part of their study, the authors
looked at the number of times each
college published in the top 50 economics journals between 1989 and 1994.
Ursinus ranked 23rd among the colleges qualifying for this list, but when
the figures were adjusted for department size, Ursinus tied for fourth place.
The Ursinus department has a faculty
of eight. These faculty often conduct

research with their Ursinus students,
who then also have opportunities to
present their papers at conferences.
Each year, Ursinus hosts an undergraduate economics conference,
where such papers are given .
Because faculty ofliberal arts colleges devote themselves to teaching
as well as to research, the authors
said, research output is not the only
indicator of a department's quality.
However, they added, "Teaching the
latest discoveries in classes, supervising student theses and other research,
and preparing students for graduate
school are some of the teaching activities that may be enhanced by faculty research."
Ursinus College encourages its faculty to be active researchers in their
fields so that their teaching will be as
effective and up-to-date as possible.
"The results of this economics study
are just one example of how faculty
research improves the quality ofteaching at a college like Ursinus," says the
college's admissions director Richard G. DiFeliciantonio.

WVOU On-Line
ATTENTION: WVOU is now online. To leave requests or comments,
people
can
email
us
at
WVOU @ acad .ursinus .edu. Our
schedule can be accessed by selecting
WVOU in the Student Communications menu on the Ursinus homepage.

WVOU Meeting
Sunday, October 8
1:30 p.m.
Bomberger 120

the eighteen students involved in
senior research. Through the efforts of Dr. Thomas Walters, this
grant was awarded to support the
training of undergraduate chemistry majors at Ursinus.

530 AM

88.1FM

• The deadline for all ads is Friday by noon.
• For information call The Grizzly at (610)489-4111 x.2448 .

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

2 tickets for REM's concert
Saturday, October 14
at The Spectrum (Phila.)

FT/PT as telemarketing

$50 Each

HELP WANTED

Zack's
Student manager needed.
Good leadership, management, and organizational
skills. Great pay, great experience, flexible hours.
Call Jennifer if interested x2241.

Alcohol Awareness Meeting - Wednesday 7:30 (WLL)

IV.
Olin Petition
-Tom Guzzo would like to start a petition to keep it open later at night
Academic Council Committee
-One student needed meets Wed. at 4:00; check with Dean Akin for length of meetings

VI.
Homecoming
-Alumni Affairs wants volunteers for chaperones 1:30 - 3:30 also want two students
for facepainting

FTIPT as computer consultant. Should have
experience in one of the
following areas: Internet,
BBS, on-line services;
computer hardware and
software installation; Windows; dBASE; Novell;
accounting programs. Must
have car for travel to customers. Call (610) 9170900 and leave message.

VIII.
Halloween Committee
- CAB and commuters are working together to do the haunted house in Bomberger
- Competition for rooms
IX..
Common Hour
- Semy Forman
- Dr. Berry wants to start a Common Hour
- Wednesdays between 12:00 and I :30 no classes scheduled for this time. Point
is to get campus involvement, community involvement. What do we want to do
with the common hour?
- anyone interested: Heidi McMichael and Karen Tyson
X. Other Matters
- Concern about amount of security on campus when dealing with safety. - Semy
Foreman, Jean Dickhart, Rocco Lacullo
-any complaints about cleaning service, tell your RA
-THANKS TO ALL WHO HELPED WITH TRASH HOUR
The meeting was adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

Committee for Women - Dean Lucas
VII.
-One man and one woman needed for committee
-planning a day in April to celebrate Women
-Raquel Szlanic and Mile Katusa volunteered

and salesperson to sell
telecommunications
services . Training and
competitive wage with
commissions. Call (610)
917 -0700 and leave message.

'lJte Voice of Ursinus!

II.Outdoor Society Constitution vote passed will now go to Student Activities

V.

• All other ads are $6.00 for the first 30 words; 25 cents each additional word .

Call x3252

Tuesday, September 26, 1995
7:30 p.m.
President Raquel Szlanic called the meeting to order at 7:35 p.m.
I..
Welcome

III.

Classifieds Policy
• Personal Ads are $2.00 for the first 20 words; 10 cents each additional word.
Ads must be prepaid in cash and placed in the Grizzly Submission Box located
in the 2nd fl oor stairwell of Bomberger (side facing Myrin).

• The Editors reserve the ri ght to refuse or edit ads.
Also, all DJs who wish to remain on
our schedule must report to a meeting
on Sunday, October 8 at 1:30 p.m. ,
to be held in Bomberger Room 120.
Station policy will be updated and a
new lock combination will be given.
DJs will be asked for opinions on
station improvements. Anyone who
wishes to join WVOU is invited to
sign up at the meeting. Only those
students who attend the meeting will
be authorized to do their shows!!!

Chemistry Department Receives
Research Grant
Professor Victor 1. Tortorelli, chairman of the Chemistry Department,
announced the receipt of a
$10,000.00 grant for Zeneca Pharmaceutical to support the
Department's research program .
The funds will be used to support

Classified Ads

Respectfully submitted,
Christine Sofka
USGA Secretary

liUi'Mi'l
Where Have All the
Glasses Gone?

Picture the scene: A beautiful
fall day, you are done with classes
and are enjoying your lunch in
Wismer. Y 00 get up to get a glass
of water and a bowl of cereal.
A las, there are no glasses, only
coffee mugs, and you have to walk
to three different stations to find a
spoon. All this, for the bargain
price of $21,000 plus.
The main factor that contributes to this problem is not breakage, but "take-age". We have all
done it, myself included. But the
items that are taken are not returned. As we all know, this has

always been a problem at Wismer,
but not until this year have we felt
it so severely.
Unfortunately, the Dining Service has had to spend several hundred dollars ordering new flatware and glassware. I say that it is
unfortunate because this is several hundred dollars thatthey could
have spent elsewhere, perhaps on
fulfilling requests from comment
cards.
So, while there is still time to
save our money, clean your room
of the Wismer-ware that has accumulated and return it to the

What's Up in Wellness?
~ IN!fflH
lih~
Of The Grizzly
Alcohol Awareness Week is October 15-21. Several events will
take place throughout the week all
centering around this year' s theme
"Accept the Challenge". Please take
an interest and support what's going on. The purpose of having such
a week is not to try to prevent everyone on campus from drinking, but
to make students aware that their
decisions and actions concerning
the use ofalcohol need to be responsible. Students who neglect this
responsibility pay for it. The following are true stories:

"A 20-year old sophomore at
Clemson died when she fell from a
2-inch wide, 27-foot high ledge she
was trying to traverse on a frat house.
Her blood alcohol content was 0.17.
She died of a ruptured aorta."
"A student at Dickinson College in
Carlisle, PA, died after falling out
of the window at a frat party."
"A young woman at Colgate University was at a frat party. She was
distraught over the recent death of
her grandmother. She drank too
much. Then she was raped."
"A student at F&M College in
Lancaster, PA, died of acute alco-

hoI poisoning after drinking too
much at a party earlier that night".
"One young woman at the American University in Washington, D.C.
sold her meal tickets for an entire
semester to get funds for partying
and drinking."
"An intoxicated fraternity member
of Lambda Chi Alpha at Bucknell
University set fire to the frat house
causing $400,000 worth of damage."

These were real college students
"having a good time" on a campus
just like ours. Think about it; it
could happen here. Be responsible.
ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE.

dishroom area. Then, perhaps, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
the ugly scene at the beginning of •
Inaugruation tj)ay -3, 1995
this article will not have to be :
repeated.
•
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The Collegeville branch of Commonwealth Savings Bank is
•
currently receiving donations for the memorial fund of Lisa
:
and Devon Manderach. The family has not decided what
•
•
the proceeds are going benefit as of September 27th .
:
The funds will not go towards the payment of the funeral

MANDERACH MEMORIAL
FUND ESTABLISHED

rINtl§I!§ I1M

m,

services, as the family wanted the donations to have a more
positive and longer reaching effect.
Anyone who wishes to donate to the memorial fund may
do so by filling out the donation form below and returning
it to the Collegeville branch of Commonwealth Savings Bank.

November 3, 1995 will feature

the installation of Dr. John Strassburger as the II th President of
Ursinus College.
Very few people have the chance
to experience an event like this in
their academic career, so everyone
is encouraged to participate!
Please keep in mind, this is an
all-campus event. We would like to
see a large portion of the studentbody there!
Everyone should have received
an invitation in the mail. Please fill
out the RSVP card and return it by
October 7. If you did not receive
an invitation, contact Mary Ellen
DeWane in the Alumni Affairs
Office (x2202).

or drop it off at the Commonwealth Savings Bank
branch inside Redner's

11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., Olin Plaza
All-Cam us luncheo..!}

2:30 p.m., HelHerich Hall
Installation Ceremony -- See the pageantry, academic regalia,
and tradition involved in the installation of Ursinus' new President.

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m., Chateau Granieri
Dance the night away with faculty, staff, and your fellow
students in honor of President Strassburger's Installation. Dress is
semi-formal. Outside guests are $10, payable in SAO by Oct.
27.

[f@~ lWJ~~~[MlWJ~ ~ijlWJ[Q)~[Mif~

Oct 6th & 13th

..---------with student ID

8
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to:

Lisa Mantieracli Merrwria{ :rum{
Comrrwnwea{tli Savings r:Bank..
201 Secom{St, Suite 100
Co{{egevi1{e, P.52l 19426

Student Research Colloquium -- Come out and see what your
peers are doing in their research endeavors.

iJ~@ ~~~~ ~W~~~~@~

Name:
Campus Address:
Campus Phone:
and your donation

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m., Olin Hall

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-------------------Lisa Manderach Memorial Fund
Please return this form

October 3. 1995
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Open Fridays
8 pm - 12 am

$5.00 pp
605 2nd Ave
Royersford (610) 948-8454
Information (610) 631-0880

12am

* Hot Tubbing
* Free Appetizers
* Live musicians/poets
* Dancing
* New Age music
*Therapeutic massage available
*Movies
*Ping pong
* Percussion Groups
*Chess / Uno
Available for Private Parties and Workshops

From U"inu. - Ridge Pike West> 113 S. for 4m to fork at 113 & 2nd Ave> R onto 2nd Ave
for 1.5m. Look for Yellow "JUVENATION" sign on left next to Jiffy Products
From 422 W- to Royersford exit> left at stop sign (Walnut St) >Go to 2nd Ave> left for
1/2 m on right

lell-" 3, 1995
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Ursinus Students Harmonize

What Do You Think of Captain Jack and "The Cave"?
(In response to last week's editorial)
in the near future. Rima Bizri, the
first alto, plans to teach high school
biology or chemistry after commencement. The first soprano part is
carried beautifully by Beatrice May,
who is the president of "UC Hot
S.H.O.T.S" and hopes to enter law
school after graduating from Ursinus.
The pianist, Brook Garberino, is
an ESS major hoping to pursue a

pel to pop songs by Simon and
Garfunkel. "It generally takes us
about a month to learn a new song,
only because we only have four
They've got rhythm, they've got
one-hour practices a month ," said
music. who could ask for anything
Fleshman .
more. Well, Ursinus' own four-part
Silken Rhythm's past achievewomen's harmony group. "Silken
ments include a few concerts at a
Rhythm," has much, much more.
local retirement/rehabilitation cenThis close-knit group of singers
ter, and the opening spot in last
is comprised of seniors
year's "Ai rband"
Mary Greiss, Karen
competition. The
Fleshman. Rima Bizri
group sung the "Star
and junior Beatrice
Spangled Banner" at
May. Piano accompalast year's Special
niment is provided by
Olympics festival,
sophomore Brooke
and added Christmas
Garberino. Fleshman.
carols to the holiday
who started the group
spirit on campus last
three years ago. adverwinter.
tised and auditioned
You can listen
candidates to create th is
to the perfect harmoensemble. Her idea
nies and beautiful
stemmed from an exvoices of this tight
perience in a high
quartet at the Student
school barbershop
Research
quartet, and was driven
Colloquium
on
by her love for music
Founders' Day and at
and the stage.
other functions in"I like the perforcluding this year's
Photo by Vicky Wilkins
mances because they
"Airband" festival.
Silken
Rhythm
is
Ursinus'
feel good," said
They also plan to
Women's Harmony Group
Fleshman. Besides
carol this winter as
From Left to Right: Beatrice May, Mary Greiss,
siDging, Fleshman is
they have for the past
Brooke Garbarino, Rima Bizri, Karen Fleshman
theBiologyClub Pres ifew years.
dcatand hopes to work
These singers
asagenetic counselor after gradua- career in Physical Therapy. are an inspiration to all of Ursin us'
tiCIL
Garberino also plays in the jazz band, students who want to express their
This group meets once a week for and all four vocalists sing in the individual talents and explore new,
hidden talents. So, come out to
an flour to practice, despite the busy Meistersingers group at Ursinus.
The ensemble's repertoire is ex- hear some great music and to supschedules of the members. Mary
GniIs, who sings the second alto tensive, covering everything from port Silken Rhythm on Founders'
JlIIt.isachemistry major hoping to "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy" to gos- Day.
_the Navy's medical program

Brian Hamrick, sophomore
Someone trying to sound cool that ends up sounding stupid.
Jean Dickhart, junior
He can be offensive at times, sometimes annoying, but harmless.
I'd like to know who writes it.
Jason Jones, freshman
It's honest
Chris Pili, sophomore
I enjoy reading it...a student sounding off about life. It's harmless
that's it's anonymous: it's part of the novelty.
Wagdy Okaily, sophomore
It's worthless
Mike Huffman, sophomore
C.J.-- where are the naked chicks walking around giving out guava
punch??? (Sept 26, pg 5)
Sonnya Espinal, senior
I never get past the first line
Tim McCoy, junior
I think he needs to be beaten
Tom Houtz, junior
I'm on a personal quest to find out who Captain Jack is(andto get some
zucchini bread). I have much respect for the artist and would like to
have my name included in the column one week.
Jude Blessington, freshman
Boring
Bryan Perry, freshman
If you don't want to read it, don't read it.
Christain Belville, senior
I heard he rambles and a lot of people question his journalistic
integrity, but I think he's funny. Why the hell shouldn't he write?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SOCIAL.NET

Internet Site of the Week
So far, all of the internet sites of the week have been mundane-in the sense
earthbound. So this week's site pushes out the edges ofthe envelope
a little bit further: into outerspace, to be exact. The site is maintained
NASA, and is aptly found by heading to http://www.nasa.gov. Be sure
specify .gov (government, of course), as there is also a nasa .. com
• •~Ilnm.er(~ial). Once you arrive, you can find out what is in the works for
_11\.L'!~f\.. check out some nifty space photos, read the technical reports, or ease
over to other NASA sites. They have a very big presence in virtual space.
that mean that virtual space is the final frontier?

On-line Meeting Place BBS
Sign up on-line nowl
Call using any computer and modem.

modem: 610-409-0400
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Meet Local GUYS and GIRLS on-line now!
LIVE Local and Nationwide CHAT!
Dating Registry and Member Profiles!
100's of Local Pel'sonal Ads many with uhone #'s!
1000's of Nationwide Pel'somd Ads "ia the Internet!
O,w 5GB of files and GIFs including member GIFs!
Intcmct USENET Ncws GroUI)S and E-Mail!
Multi-user Gamcs, E-Mail, and FOI'ums!
Classificds, Rll\'cs, Lifcstyles and mOl·C ...
Local acccss, 32 lincs, nCYer II busy signal, fn.'e dl'mo!
Low rates, VISA, Me, and 900# billing options!
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Struggle Continues
The Ursinus volleyball team fell
to 3-16 with a 3-2 non-conference
loss to Philadelphia Pharmacy (3-6)
on Sept. 28.
The Bears won the fITst game, lS10. Jenni Nelson had eight assists in
the second game, but Ursinus fell,
12-15. The Bears rallied to win the
third, 15-12. Nelson had seven more
assists in the game, and Tracy
DiSanto and Lauren Wagman both
added five kills. However, Ursinus
could not close out the match and
dropped the fourth and fifth games
by identical 8-15 scores.
On Sept. 30, the Bears opened

Centennial Conference play with
losses to Haverford, 2-3, and Johns
Hopkins, 0-3.
Ursinus fell behind Haverford 20, (II-IS and 12-15) but rallied to
win the next two games, 15-12, and
16-14. Nelson had six assists in both
the third and fourth games, while
DiSanto had seven kills in the third.
Ursinus dropped the deciding rally
game, 12-15.
The Bears fell to Hopkins by
scores of 5-15, II-IS, and 5-15.
Nelson had IS assists in the match,
while DiSanto had II kills.

Win Streak
Stopped At
Four
Kara Philbin scored with 12:35
left in the fITst overtime period to
lead Penn (5-1) to a 1-0 win over
host Ursinus (5-3) on Sept. 28.
Philbin's goal was assisted by Abby
Herbine.
Penn outshot Ursinus 11-5 and
held a 10-6 edge in penalty comers.
Barb Golley had 10 saves in goal for
the Bears, who lost for the first time
in five games.
The Bears hope to begin another
winning streak Tuesday, when they
host Georgetown.

soccerY

Soccer Wins a Pair
Kurt Bonewitz scored two goals
to lead Ursinus (5-4) to a 3-1 nonconference win over host Widener
(4-4-1) on Sept. 28. Matt Bailey had
given the Pioneers a 1-0 lead with a
goa12:00 into the contest. Bonewitz
tied the game with an unassisted
goal 10 minutes later.
He scored the game winner with
25:00 to play. Harold Griffith was
credited with an as')ist. Griffith gave
the Bears an insurance goal 5:00
later.
Ursinus out$ot Widener IS-II.
Scott King saved 10 shots for the
Bears.
On Sept. 25, Chuck Moore and
Brad Getz scored goals to lead
Ursinus to a 2-1 non-conference

win over host Lebanon Valley (35). Moore gave the Bears a 1-0 lead
when he scored, off an assist from
Bonewitz, with 6:32 to play before
the intermission.
The Dutchmen's Harry Hunt tied
the game with 23:25 to play. His
goal was assisted by Greg
Glembocki. But Getz scored the
game-winner I :07 later, off an assist from Bonewitz.
On Family Day, the Bears were
set to face conference foe Washington. But a mix up in the starting time
caused Washington to arrive more
than one hour late for the game and
the officials had left. The contest
will be rescheduled.

DoaDDDOO

A PHILLY FAN
Eagles, and Redskins were all formidable teams. It's so sad to see the
Eagles division go to hell, and even
worse, to have a team unable to
The Eagles suck. Plain and climb triumphantly out of the muck
simple. Then again, if you remem- surrounding it.
ber, I did predict a 6-10 season, so
But wait. Is that a bright light I
this doesn't really come as much of see in the distance? No, it's a flicka surprise.
ering candle known as Rodney
To illustrate just how low the team Peete, coming to assume the startbas sunk, one need only look at the ing quarterb'lck position that is rightstarting defensive line against the fully his for two reasons.
ew Orleans Saints. It's quite posFirst and foremost, Peete has a
sible that due to injury the Eagles better grasp of the offense than
Itai1ed Daniel Stubbs and Mike Randall.
'64amula at defensive end and Ronn ie
Second, (and for you Randall
Dixon and Mark Gunn at defensive Fans out there, listen up!) Ray
kle.
Rhodes knows more about football
"Who? Exactly my point.
than you or 1will ever know. Right?
Eagles are bad, but believe it (If you're going to debate that, then
the Eagles are tied for second just stop reading right now and go
in what used to be a division bury your head in the mashed pota• Rsenting the class of the NFC, toes down at Wismer. 1 don't think
that matter. It looks as someone of your intelligence could
!lec()nd place team in the East- handle anything more complex.)
_.·n:: •. :_: __ will be the best of the
Alright, Coach Rhodes knows
more football than you or I. And

_be

apparently, judging by all of his
actions, he has since the day he
replaced Cunningham with Peete.
Why else would he have replaced
Cunningham? Looking fora spark?
Alright, once, but not twice. Sorry.
That "spark" crap ain't gonna cut it.
Rhodes has more confidence in
Peete, so I choose not to argue with
Rhodes and to say that Peete should
start at quarterback.
Rhodes, I believe, was a little deranged for reinstating Cunningham
as the starting quarterback after his
first benching, but he's gotten it
right the second time.
So, the Eagles, in all their misery,
now have the correct man running
the show, and the benched Randall
crying that he doesn't know who's
pulling the strings, Rhodes or owner
Jeffrey Lurie. Keepcrying, Randall,
and trying to cause enough trouble
so that you get traded .
Guess what, Randall? Rhodes
benched you, not Jeffrey Lurie, and

quarterbacks don't get traded in the
middle ofthe NFL season. It doesn't
happen, so you're stuck.
None of this matters anyway, sadly,
because this season's a wash anyway, with the only excitement coming from watching the young players perform.
Can Mike Mamula tum all those
split second late hits on the quarterback into sacks? Can Charlie Garner supplant Ricky Watters as the
best runner on the team while at the
same time displaying a bit of durability? Can Bobby Taylor play the
cornerback position?
These are all of the questions we
Eagles fans must turn ask as we
endure this long, long, long season.
Let's hope that these young guys
develop and form a strong foundation for the rebuilding that inevitably must occur, and now for a team
that may actually be going somewhere, the Sixers.
John Lucas and his free-agent mag-

net have attracted Vernon Maxwell,
who will assume the starting point
guard spot when the season gets
underway.
Now, while those of you out there
may be saying that Vernon's not
really a point guard, but is instead a
shooting guard, you must remember our other option ... Mr. Greg "1
Can't Shoot, Pass, or Even Dribble
Well" Graham. Vernon's looking
pretty good, isn't he?
Well, if one thing's for sure, it's
that if you took all of the teams in
the NBA and threw them into the
Spectrum, making them fight to the
death, The Sixers would kick some
serious ass and emerge alive and
well. We've got so many convicts
on this team that in Tyson vs. The
Sixers I'd take the Sixers. It'd be
close, but I'd still take the Sixers .
There is one battle that I don't
think the Sixers could win in any
case ... the Sixers "S. a metal detector.
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SPORTS
Host Ursinus (1-3, 0-3) failed on
a two-point conversion pass with
:36 to play and dropped a 2S-23
Centennial Conference game to
Swarthmore (2-2, 1-2). Ursinus had
scored 23 fourth-quarter points to
put itself in a position to tie the
game, but Chris Orlando's pass to
Edward McKillip was short.
Swarthmore jumped out to an 18o lead on touchdown runs of2 and
4 yards by
Nick Milligan,
and 9 yards by
Frank Amar.
Mill i g a n
rushed for 98
yards on 21
carries.
Mark Parks put Ursinus on the
board with a 4-yard touchdown run
with 12:43 to play in the game. But
on Swarthmore' s first play from
scrimmage following the ensuing
kick off, quarterback Patrick Straub
scored on a 6S-yard option run. that
play gave Swarthmore a 2S-14 lead
with 12:26 to play.
Ursinus got a 3-yard touchdown
run from Dan Steigerwalt, a 32-

yard Mark McGonagle field goal,
and a IS-yard scoring pass from
Orlando to Ben Mills to pull within
2S-23, and excite the 2,200 Family
Day crowd. McGonagle had missed
a 36-yard field goal in the frrst quarter.
Orlando completed 16 of 42
passes for a career-best 213 yards.
Ron Floyd caught five passes for 74
yards and set a new Ursinus career
receiving
yardage
record. He
now has
104 career
receptions
for 1,682
yards . He
had shared the old mark of 1,608
yards with Joe
Czechowicz.
The win was the Gamet's first at
Patterson Field since 1983. The
game marked the 1OOth anniversary
of the frrst game in the series, which
is the oldest ongoing rivalry between two Philadelphia area colleges.

Swarthmore Edges Ursinus

Photo by Vicky Wilkins

Ursinus' comeback fell short to Swarthmore, 25-23

CHUCK1S WAGON
~3 MaWl! 1+. i.!; 1 football genius by any stretch of the
and Rutgers coach Doug Graber, no

Sports Editor

Now I have to admit that this is
old news, but it's part ofa problem
that is v'ery unnecessary when dealing with college football. I do want
to talk about running up the score
and a decrepit gentleman who
sounds like he holds his nose when
he talks. A week and a half ago, the '
sun came up on a Saturday, and
Penn State played Rutgers at the
Meadowlands. In a nutshell, Penn
State, obviously under the heinous
direction of coach Joe Paterno, viciously and without an ounce of
class, ran up the score on outtalented
Rutgers team.
With mere seconds remaining,
with the Rutgers defense skipping
around the field picking daisies and
expecting Penn State to kneel on the
ball, some Sth string QB throws a
bomb down field for a TO, and
Penn State conveniently covered the
spread. The game was won, and
without consequence, Penn State
could have run outthe clock. Paterno

won't say anything stupid that may
be completely wrong by Tuesday. I
means, had words as Graber voiced will say the World Series will be
his warranted disapproval. Paterno won by the Reds. Take that to the
tried to get in his face but was held bank.
Rams QB Chris Miller had a conback. It's a good thing because
Paterno is no spring chicken, and cussion last week, leaving his cathe younger Graber would have reer total at 3000. Geez, he met that
kicked his ass. Graber, a former 2 week quota pretty quick. For the
golden gloves champion from West Rams to go 1-11 the rest of the way
Essex, is also well versed in tae is pretty far fetched, but fairy tales
kwon do, black cat kempo, and do come true, and it could happen to
you .
shotokan style of karate.
Now a lot of people picked the
All right, Penn State did not need
to throw the ball down field to win Lions to win the AFC Central. I
the game. That's indisputable. So didn't. I picked the Bucs. After all,
why was it done? I agree with they do play at the Big Sombrero.
running up the score, but I don't The Lions do have Barry Sanders,
agree with embarrassing the oppo- Herman Moore, a strong up the
nent. If your red-shirt freshman RB middle defense, and a cake schedcan score on off-tackles and dive ule. And they have Little Marino.
plays, then that's ok. Passing is out Scott Mitchell had his best game as
of line. The game was won; the a Lion against the Niners last Monspread was not covered. Why at- day, and he looked awesome. He
tempt to cover? Sure, for all those was completing passes all over the
voters who missed a nationally tele- place. More importantly, though,
vised prime time game on ESPN. Scott Mitchell stepped up. Barry
Bad, bad move by Paterno.
Sanders didn't make his way out of
The baseball playoffs will be set the locker room, picking up 24 yards
by the time this comes out, so I on 17 carries. With Sanders being

stifled, Mitchell found the likes of
Moore, Brett Perriman, and Johnny
Morton all day. Of course, credit
goes to the WR and O-Line, but
Scott Mitchell is the man. He was
the man when Dan the Man got hurt
2 years ago. Then while in for Dan
the Man, the man got hurt, and the
Dolphins had to play the old man,
Steve DeBerg. Scott Mitchell is
going to be a major star.
Hi ho, hi ho. The Steelers are
dead. The Steelers will not make
the playoffs or win 7 games. The
Steelers have and have always had a
mediocre offense. Even when Barry
Foster was in his heyday, Neil
O'Donell had not yet reached
present status of barely adequate. It
was always the defense. When
bringing 6 and sometimes 7 or 8
guys on a blitz was the norm was
when the Steelers were dominating.
They could do it because they always had one of the best CB ever in
Rod Woodson, and adding the likes
of Deion Figures, I think 2 years
ago, gave them 2 CBs that essentially shut down the receiver or zone
they were covering. When you have

that kind of a guarantee, you can
afford to blitz. And blitz they did.
But without Woodson or Figurei,
the Steelers are getting tramplecf.
Watch how much the Cowboys bli1l
when they get Deion. The exalil
opposite principle that the Cow
boys will employ is the downfall CI
rather freefall of the Steelers. ~
I like it.
Hockey starts on Friday night
will have predictions next week.
Last week's question was snaggtJ
by Jim Walsh, as he noted
Jimmy Snuka hailed from the
Islands. It distresses me to kn
that Scott Chalbert really did
liver Snuka's Sunday paper
Haddonfield, New Jersey. Pu .
2 and 2 together, that tells me Sn
didn't really live in Fiji. I m
could wrestling really be fak
Anyway, for the next ..l.!...:.....,.........I..OoII!.

trn
~:

.

The Olympics hay
Dream Team, and OJ has a Dr
Team. Who were the
Dream Team? That's all for
week, and the pleasure was ind
all yours

